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Business Imperatives

Enterprises are evolving to be connected, intelligent, sentient 

and have symbiotic relationship with all participants in the 

emerging digital ecosystem to deliver on imperatives like hyper-

personalization, improved risk management and uncover newer 

revenue models in a continuously changing business landscape. 

Future enterprises will be built on a foundation of cloud native AI 

powered platforms and services that connect data to realize the 

vision of a connected ecosystem.

As enterprises embark on this digital transformation journey, 

managing Data @Scale is critical to enable enterprises to learn 

from data and network with an ecosystem of partners to adopt 

new business models. 

In this journey of digital transformation, enterprises are:

• Spending more time managing data and platforms than 

driving business outcomes

• Investing more on building data pipelines and reports than 

making business decisions

• Unable to deliver ROI promised by data driven 

transformation, even on cloud

• Caught up in a constant cycle of POCs and technology 

evaluation and unable to industrialize and scale in the 

connected economy

Infosys Autonomous Data & AI Estate

Infosys Autonomous Data & AI Estate offers perfect solution 

to these problems and provides a fully managed service that 

leverages AI across the data and AI engineering lifecycle to 

navigate from “High Touch” engineering process to a “Touch 

[Less]” process to manage Data @Scale. The offering powered by 

solutions takes comprehensive accountability to manage, govern 

and transform your data and AI landscape to reduce the total cost 

of ownership by up to 45% while ensuring security, compliance 

and SLA compliance as you embark on your modernization 

journey.
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Leveraging Databricks scalable poly cloud lakehouse architecture, the offering accelerates digital 
transformation across industry segments
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